AnuheA

AT KEHALANI

NAHENAHE | PLAN IK4
TOTAL AREA 2,330 SF | 3 BEDROOM | 2 BATH

POLYNESIAN

TERRITORIAL
Developed by HBT of Anuhea LLC

Towne Island Homes® is the exclusive broker for Anuhea at Kehalani. Developer reserves the right to modify floor plans, elevations, specifications, features and prices without prior notice.
Square footage and room sizes are approximate. Exterior treatments, window locations and room configurations may vary with elevation. Exterior elevation colors may vary. Some decorating
treatments in and around the model homes may not be included in the list price and are for display purposes only. All renderings, floor plans, and rooms are artistic conceptions, in some
cases virtually staged, and are not intended to be an actual depiction of the rooms, buildings, fencing, driveways or landscaping being represented. © 2021 Towne Island Homes®
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AnuheA

AT KEHALANI

NAHENAHE | PLAN IK4
TOTAL AREA 2,330 SF | 3 BEDROOM | 2 BATH

Nahenahe
Living Area.................................1,638 SF
Garage...........................................407 SF
Rear Lanai......................................150 SF
Porch............................................... 135 SF
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BEDROOM 3
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